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Abstract

We discuss thecarpool problem, where one has to assign drivers to subsets of participants who
commute regularly. Fagin and Williams defined a notion offair sharefor participants (the FW share).
We provide an axiomatic characterization of the fair share and show that the FW share is the unique one
satisfying these requirements. We define a coalitional game where the Shapley value is the FW share.

1 Introduction

The fair carpool problem is as follows: A group ofn people decide to form a carpool. Each day a subset of
these people will arrive to a (fixed) gathering point and one of them should drive. A method for determining
which person should drive on any given day is required. This immediately raises the issues of fairness. The
problem can thus be separated into two: (i) For a given schedule what is the “fair share” of each participant
and (ii) how to assign each day a single driver among the people who show up on this day so that the total
number of times each participant drives is (approximately) this share. This is especially challenging when
done online, without the benefit of knowing the future schedule.

While this sort of problem was undoubtedly faced by many groups throughout human history, when-
ever individuals had to perform undesired chores, apparently it was first explicitly studied by Fagin and
Williams [2] and continued by Ajtai et al. [1]. They proposed that the fair share of a participant should be
the sum of the inverses of the number of people who showed up on the days the participant took part in the
carpool. We will call it theFW share.

How close can each participant be to their FW share? First, as pointed out in [1], if the schedule is given
ahead of time (the offline case), then there exists an assignment where each participant’s load (the number
of times driven) is within1 of their FW share. When one is not given the schedule in advance, but rather the
decision has to be made online each day, then there are deterministic scheduling algorithms that guarantee
that for every participant the difference between the load (the number of times driven) and the FW share is
O(n) (and this is the best possible deterministic guarantee), and probabilistic ones where the difference is
O(
√
n log n), while the lower bound isΩ( 3

√
log n) (see [2, 1]).

We observe the following two appealing properties regarding the online scheduling algorithms of Ajtai et
al. [1], specifically theLocal Greedy Algorithm and the reduction from the edge orientation to the general
carpool problem (Theorem 5.1 there):

• The unfairness of a participanti (the difference between his FW share and the load) is bounded by the
total number of people with whomi interacts (i.e. shows up on the same day). In other words, even if
there is a very large carpool group, buti interacts with only a few of them, (sayni) then his unfairness
will be very small (O(ni) deterministically andO(

√
ni log n) probabilistically).
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• There is no need for maintaining any global information, nor is there any need for trusted bookkeeping,
e.g. currency. It is enough that every two participants record their mutual history (actually a single
bit).

Fairness: One possible rational for the FW notion of fairness is that if the driver were not a member of the
group, but rather a hired driver, then the meaning of fairness would be clear: the professional driver charges
a fixed price for every ride, and each day the people that show up split the price of the driver equally among
them. When the driver is just one of the set of people that show up, this reasoning leads to the following: If
on a certain day,d people show up, each of them owes the driver1/d of a ride. Another explanation is that
if the people who show at any day choose the driver at random, then the FW share represents the expected
number of times a participant will be chosen.

While these reasons are compelling, doubt might still linger as to whether some other reasonable notions
of fairness can be suggested1. How does one argue for the Fagin-Williams notion of fairness? In this note
we take an axiomatic approach to the problem, listing four very basic requirements from the fair share.
We prove that the only notion of fairness that satisfies these requirements is the one suggested by Fagin
and Williams. We then show in Section 3 that the FW share coincides with the Shapley value of a certain
cooperative game.

2 Requirements

For a group ofn participants denoted by[n] a scheduleT is a listD1, D2, . . . D` where eachDi ⊆ [n]
corresponds to the people who showed on dayi (we assume that no subset is empty, that is on each day
someone wants to ride). Given such a schedule we want to assign for each participanti a fair shareϕi(T ).
Using this terminology, the FW share for each participanti is:∑

{1≤j≤`|i∈Dj}

1
|Dj |

.

The following are our requirements from the fair share function:

Full Coverage: The sum of the fair shares of all participants equals the total number of days in the schedule,
i.e.

∑n
i=1 ϕi(T ) = `.

Symmetry: If two participants haveexactlythe same schedule, that is they appear on the same set of days,
then their fair shares should be the same.

Dummy: A participant that never shows on any day has share0.

Concatenation: Given two schedulesT1, T2 consider the scheduleT resulting from the concatenation of
the two. Then the fair share of each playeri for T is the sum of the fair shares ofi for T1 andT2, i.e.
ϕi(T ) = ϕi(T1) + ϕi(T2).

Are these requirements self evident? This certainly seems to be the case withFull CoverageandSym-
metry: for the former we definitely want the fair shares to cover all the days and for the latter this seems to
be the essence of fairness.Dummyalso sounds very natural, after all what can we require from a participant
that never shows up? As forConcatenation, this is essential if one wants to claim that past behavior does
not unduly influence the future returns. Note however that our observation is “value neutral” - all it says is
that if you wish to satisfy the above requirements, then the FW share is the only one that does so. Our main
claim is the following:

1For instance, we have heard of a carpool where each non-driver pays the driver1/(d−1) in each ride where there ared people.
Also given the argument of the hired driver, why should she charge as a taxi cab, and not as a shuttle bus?
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Theorem 1 The FW share of a schedule is the unique one satisfying the requirements: Full Coverage,
Symmetry, Dummy and Concatenation.

Proof: Roughly speaking, the theorem is true since the Concatenation requirement implies that the fair
share forn days is just the sum of the fair shares for each day considered individually, and the latter should
be1/|Dj | for each dayj in which the player shows up and0 otherwise. More formally, the theorem can
be proved by a simple induction on the schedule length. It is true for a schedule consisting of a single day:
from the Symmetry, Dummy and Full Coverage requirements, each participant that shows on that day gets
1/|D1| and the rest get0. If it holds for schedules of length less than`, then for a scheduleT of length` > 1
consider schedulesT1 which consists of the firstb`/2c days andT2 which consists of the lastd`/2e days of
T . Then from the Concatenation requirement and the induction hypothesis:

ϕi(T ) = ϕi(T1) + ϕi(T2)

=
∑

{1≤j≤b`/2c|i∈Dj}

1
|Dj |

+
∑

{`−d`/2e+1≤j≤`|i∈Dj}

1
|Dj |

=
∑

{1≤j≤`|i∈Dj}

1
|Dj |

.
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It also holds that each of the propertiesFull Coverage, Symmetry, DummyandConcatenationis essential
to obtaining the uniqueness result of Theorem 1. Without Full Coverage, multiplying the FW share by
any (fixed) non-zero value will still satisfy the remaining requirements. Without Symmetry we can assign
each dayDj the participant with the smallest index inDj . Without Dummy we can partition the load
of Dj between the participants not inDj . Without concatenation a solution assigning all the load to the
participant(s) with the lexicographically largest incidence vector (the vector indicating on what days she
showed up) is acceptable.

3 Coalitional Games and the Shapley Value

Cooperative Game Theory deals with games where the outcome of the game is a coalition (see [5] Part
IV). One of the simplest forms of games considered are calledcoalitional games with transferable payoff.
Such a game is defined by setN of players and functionv that assigned every non-emptyS ⊆ N a real
numberv(S). The numberv(S) is viewed as the total payoff to be partitioned among the members ofS.
The question is then which coalition will be formed and what payoff each member should receive. There
are many solution concepts for such games, each with different axiomatic characterizations of the payoff
vector. The concept that we will be interested in is the Shapley Value, suggested by Lloyd Shapley in 1953
[6], which has been used as a power index [7] and for cost allocation [8].

We now give acomputationaldefinition of the Shapley value. Let∆i(S), themarginal contributionof
playeri to a coalitionS, bev(S ∪ {i})− v(S). The Shapley value of playeri is defined as

ψi(v,N) =
1

|N |!
∑
R∈R

∆i(Si(R))

whereR is the set of all possible|N |! orderings ofN andSi(R) is the set of players appearing beforei in
orderR. This can be viewed as the expected contribution ofi to its predecessors given a random order of
the players.
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We define a coalitional gamevT for each scheduleT of the carpool problem. The setN of players is the
set ofn participants. For a scheduleT let the gamevT be as follows: the valuevT (S) of any subsetS ⊆ N
is the number of days members ofS showed up, i.e.

vT (S) = |{1 ≤ j ≤ `| Dj ∩ S 6= φ}|.

Theorem 2 For each playeri the Shapley value of the gameψi(vT , N) is

∑
{j|i∈Dj}

1
|Dj |

.

Proof: The claim follows from viewing the Shapley value as the expected marginal contribution ofi, i.e.
E[∆i(Si(R))] over random orderR of the players. For a given orderR, we have that∆i(Si(R)) is the
number of daysDj such thati ∈ Dj andi is the first member ofDj to have arrived under the orderR of the
players. For a random choice ofR, the probability thati is the first member ofDj to have arrived is1/|Dj |.
ThereforeE[∆i(Si(R))] =

∑
{j|i∈Dj}

1
|Dj | . 2

Therefore we conclude that for any scheduleT , the Shapley value of a player in the gamevT is the FW
share of the participant in scheduleT .

4 Discussion

What have we gained from posing the carpool problem as coalitional game? In his original paper Shapley
proved that the so-named value is the unique solution satisfying three axioms known as Symmetry, Dummy
Player and Additivity. These correspond (roughly) to our requirements from a fair share. Perhaps more
insight is gained by the characterization of the Shapley Value in terms ofobjectionsandcounterobjections
due to Myerson [4] (see Section 14.4.1 in [5]). Roughly speaking, following [5], for a given payoff vector
an objection of playeri against playerj is an argument “give me more or I will leave the game causing you
to lose.” A counterobjection is an argument “It is true that if you leave then I will lose, but if I leave you lose
at least as much”

What is known about the Shapley value is that it is the unique value where every objection is balanced
by a counterobjection of the above type. Therefore if one views these objections and counterobjections as
reasonable or expected interactions during the negotiations between the carpool participants (on the sys-
tem to be used), then it is reasonable to predict that the solution that will emerge is the Shapley value, or
equivalently the FW share.

The most outstanding algorithmic question is to close the gap for probabilistic scheduling mentioned
in the introduction (betweenΩ( 3

√
log n) andO(

√
n log n)). It was shown in [1] that the case where each

day two participants arrive (i.e.|Dj | = 2 for 1 ≤ j ≤ `) captures the general case, via a scaling type
construction. For the two-participants-a-day case Kalai [3] has recently suggested an algorithm where the
maximum unfairness of any participant is not more thanO(log `) with high probability for any sequence of
length`. It is interesting whether it is possible to get rid of the dependency on`.
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